Can Circus Help Africa?
In a continent -and a country- where
too often children are left stranded without
basic needs and rights resulting in daily
situations of insecurity and distrust between
families and communities, it just might be
that a circus can make a difference! After all,
what is circus about? It's about overcoming
fear, it's about trust, it's based on nonverbal
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Circus will not save Africa but it can
shape a better Uganda, help to make dialogue
possible among generations, lowering barriers,
informing and building trust among children.
It can provide a model of shared loyalty that
transcends common ways of teaching. It can
demonstrate, to a wide audience, that what
appears to be impossible is indeed possible…
even knowledge.
None of these may be sufficient to bring
about the requisite social change, but without
them, no change is possible.
Active involvement means that the
emotions of the spectators, and not just
intellectual or cognitive skills, are affected.
It is this ability to touch the emotions that
allows our approach to influence attitudes in
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